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Year 1 Unit Overview – Pirates and Mermaids at Sea! 
 
Unit 
Objectives 

Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & Mindfulness 
Objective 2 - Noticing how our Bodies Feel 
Objective 3 - To Develop our Imaginary Play Skills through Yoga 
 

Objective 4 - To Practise a Simple Balance 
Objective 5 - To Practise Becoming Still 
Objective 6 - To Feel Good about Being You! 
 

Unit  
Key Poses 

Sun Salutation (simple), Crab, Dolphin, Turtle, Star fish, Pirate Sun Salutation, Mountain, Tree, Forward Fold, Boat, Plank, Mermaid, Surfer. 

Unit 
Description 
 
 
 
 
 

A fun and engaging introduction to Yoga and Mindfulness for Y1s. For children who have practised the Reception Unit, this unit builds upon the skills they 
have learnt and revisits key learning activities such as the Sun Salutation. The children are immersed in the theme of ‘Mermaids and Pirates at Sea’ as they 
adventure under the sea, find different sea creatures and escape the sharks!  On a pirate adventure, they sail on a pirate boat, walk the plank and enjoy fun 
pirate chores whilst learning some key yoga poses linked to this theme.   
 
A breathing activity helps bring calm and focus in a fun way and we talk about the importance of caring for themselves and feeling good about being them, 
even practising a self-cuddle!  Each session ends with an under the sea relaxation - looking for sea creatures and enjoying the tranquil feeling of the ocean. 

Video led 
 

Audio led 

 

Teacher led

 

Teacher & 
Video led 

 

LESSON 2 OVERVIEW & RESOURCES 

A fun session where children learn poses around our theme of the sea and practise these poses whilst keeping an eye out for the shark! The children ‘hide’ from the 
shark in the different poses and consider how each of these poses make them feel. They begin to develop their imaginary play skills through yoga by making a pizza - 
bending, twisting and turning as they add their favourite toppings before eating them! We end the session by taking a journey under the sea once again and the children 
visit the many different sea creatures, practising becoming still and relaxing together. 

Objectives – *Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & Mindfulness  *Objective 2 - Noticing how our Bodies Feel  *Objective 3 - To Develop our Imaginary Play Skills through 
Yoga 
Equipment / Resources – *Yoga or gym mats   *Bell or similar instrument  *Feel Good Sea Creature Pose Cards  *Video Content Summaries  (Teachers with yoga 
experience may wish to teach without using the videos/ audios) *Audio Scripts    
Estimated Length of Lesson (including videos and audios): 45-50 minutes 
Safety Points – Remind children repeatedly to move out of any poses that don’t feel good. The children should not be pushed to do any position that they don’t feel 
ready for but encouraged to try things gently and carefully, always listening to their bodies. 

 

 

https://1b2e216a-caad-40b6-b8f2-c2c2d1486414.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3e572e101e924e0994c347201e4ca3a0.pdf
https://1b2e216a-caad-40b6-b8f2-c2c2d1486414.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_5ecee05fd5f74437b81da3b74a97edb5.pdf
https://1b2e216a-caad-40b6-b8f2-c2c2d1486414.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_5497a1447fbd45edafeb68efd1c7d9a5.pdf
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Activity 1 - WARM UP! Shake it off!  (Y1 -L2-1)               (Estimated activity time required 2-3 mins) 

 

 

Activity 2 - EXPLORE! Feel Good Sea Creatures  (Y1-L2-2)            (Estimated activity time required 3-4 mins) 

 

 

 

Objective Objective 1 - Introduction to Yoga & 
Mindfulness 

Equipment *Mats  *Bell  

Benefits Children are beginning to understand the 
importance of holding a grounded, calmer sitting 
position, with an aim of moving into stillness whilst 
sitting in Neat and Tidy Pose. 

Preparation *Sitting on mats.  *Play the video: ‘’Shake it off!’ 
 

Support *Encourage children to sit up tall and imagine an invisible piece of string 
attached to the head which they gently pull to lift their spines up.  *Keep 
shoulder muscles loose.  *Imagine that the shoulders are like melting 
chocolate, soft and loose. 
 

Follow-Up *Invite the children to describe how it feels to have sand on different parts of 
their bodies - what adjectives can they use?  
 

Objective Objective 2 – Notice how our Bodies Feel 
Equipment Mats 

Benefits There are a variety of benefits to these 
poses.  Crab pose is excellent for strengthening the 
gluteal muscles (around the hip area), helping to 
improve balance and posture.  Strengthening 
children’s muscles in the arms can develop their 
skills for good pencil control. 

Preparation *Standing on the mats. *Play the video: ‘Feel Good Sea Creatures’. 
 

Support *Invite the children to think about which parts of their bodies they can feel 
the pose in.  *Invite the children to consider why they like a particular pose - 
why does it feel good for them. 

 
Follow-Up *Invite children to show you their favourite sea creature pose again and to 

say why they enjoyed making this pose - how did it feel for them?  *Ring bell 
to return to Neat and Tidy Pose to start next activity. 
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Activity 3 - PRACTISE! Mind the Shark!  (Y1-L2-3)            (Estimated activity time required 15-20 mins) 

 

 

Activity 4 - CONSOLIDATE! Make a Pizza!  (Y1-L2-4)             (Estimated activity time required 10 mins) 

Objective Objective 2 – Notice how our 
Bodies Feel 

Equipment *Mats   *Feel Good Sea Creature 
Pose Cards  *Bell 

Benefits 
 
 
 

There are a variety of benefits to 
these poses.  Dolphin Pose helps to 
strengthen the upper body whilst also 
tone the core muscles in the 
abdominal area.  Starfish Pose is a 
great calming and grounding pose 
that can develop a child’s confidence 
and self awareness. 

Preparation 
 
 
 
 

*Introduce the activity BEFORE playing the video: ‘Mind the Shark – Let’s Get Ready!’  *Place the 
Feel Good Sea Creature Pose Cards around the space, near to the mats.  *Children swim around 
the inside (middle) of the mats until the Teacher plays the ‘Shark Sound Effect’ audio, then they 
move to a sea creature pose card to practise that pose.  *Repeat the game enough times to allow 
the children to practise all four poses. 

Support 
 
  

 
*Children swim in different ways in the middle of the mat circle, i.e. breaststroke, front crawl.  
*Play the audio ‘Shark Sound Effect’ to signal to the children that the shark has woken up. 
*Remind them to move quietly to their sea creature pose so not to disturb the shark even more! 
 

Follow-Up *Invite the children to think about what they would do if they saw a shark in the sea!  *Ring bell 
to return to Neat and Tidy Pose to start next activity. 

Teacher Script ‘We’re going on an adventure under the sea!  We will be swimming inside the circle of mats, like deep sea swimmers!  As we’re swimming around the 
ocean, we need to be really careful not to wake up the shark!  If we do, then we will need to quietly swim to one of the spaces in the room where the 
sea creature yoga pose cards are laid out and disguise ourselves as one of those sea creatures so the shark can’t see us, doing the yoga poses we learnt 
earlier.  You can choose a different sea creature each time we need to hide from the shark, practising each of the poses.  Remember to think about how 
your body feels during each pose - where can you feel your muscles working in your body and which poses feel nice for you?’ 

Objective Objective 3 - To Develop our Imaginary Play 
Skills through Yoga 

Equipment *Mats  *Bell  

Benefits Here we perform lots of twisting movements which 
stretch the back and rotate the spine helping the 
spine’s natural range of motion. 

Preparation *Sitting on mats.  *Play the video: ‘Make a Pizza!’ 

Support *Pause the video to take ideas from the children on what they would like to put on 
their pizzas.  *Assist them with possible actions to ‘prepare’ their toppings.  *Children 
can copy the toppings and actions on the video if preferred. 

Follow-Up *Invite the children to think of an action for a food they would mix, mash, roll using 
the space in front of them on the floor.  *Ring bell to return to Neat and Tidy Pose to 
start next activity. 

https://1b2e216a-caad-40b6-b8f2-c2c2d1486414.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3e572e101e924e0994c347201e4ca3a0.pdf
https://1b2e216a-caad-40b6-b8f2-c2c2d1486414.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3e572e101e924e0994c347201e4ca3a0.pdf
https://1b2e216a-caad-40b6-b8f2-c2c2d1486414.usrfiles.com/ugd/7cde75_3e572e101e924e0994c347201e4ca3a0.pdf
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 Activity 5 - RELAXATION! Under the Sea Relaxation  (Y1-L2-5)               (Estimated activity time required 8/6 mins) 

  

Activity 6 - NAMASTE! Namaste Goodbye  (Y1-L2-6)              (Estimated activity time required 2 mins) 

 

Preparation *Listen to the audio before the lesson.   
*Invite children to lie down on their own mat and gently encourage them to become still.   
*There are options to play either a longer (8 mins) or shorter (6 mins) relaxation audio on the slides. 
 

Support *Gently encourage children to listen carefully to the audio and use their imagination to feel like they are experiencing being under the sea. 
*Please note that many children will find it challenging to be still and this is expected. Gentle encouragement is helpful here, but children should not be 
overly corrected.   
*Children can access this activity sitting up if preferred.   
*Children are encouraged to close their eyes, but it is OK for children to relax the eyes instead (not distracting anyone else) or place the hands over the 
eyes.   
*Gently remind them to stay lying down.   
*Move around the space and check everyone is listening.   
*Reinforce the need to be as still and quiet as they can be. 
 

Follow-Up *Invite the children to tell you how they feel after taking part in the relaxation.   
*Ring bell to return to Neat and Tidy Pose to start next activity. 
 

Preparation *Sitting on mats in Neat and Tidy Pose.   
*Play the video: ‘Namaste Goodbye’. 
 

Support *Encourage children to copy the actions on the video and sing along when they become familiar with the words. 
 

Follow-Up *Explain to the children that the word ‘Namaste’ means ‘The good in me, sees the good in everyone.’   
*Invite the children to think about what this could mean to them. 
 


